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BINGING PROMOTIONAL FOR LINEAR TV
 Digital streaming has certainly changed how people 
watch video programming. But has over-the-top (OTT) 
really changed WHAT people are viewing? “The same type 
of viewing as on linear TV is happening on the Netflix, 
Hulu and Amazon platforms. What I mean by that is that 
people are watching long-form content,” says Howard 
Horowitz, President and founder of Horowitz Research. 
People, particularly younger people, are accessing the 
same type of content, but in different ways. 
So how networks and program creators 
monetize that content is different.
	 “Our	research	finds	that	OTT,	as	well	as	
the	 additional	 mobile	 viewing,	 is	 first	 of	 all	
providing more ways and times to access 
television—and people are taking advantage 
of it,” Horowitz says. So he sees these new 
digital viewing options as additive, rather 
than cannibalizing traditional TV. Indeed, 
streaming is now the norm for Millennials, 
with viewers 18-34 spending 54% of their TV 
time streaming.
 When Horowitz Research asked 
Millennials	where	 they	went	 to	 first	 the	 last	
time they went to watch TV programming, “live on TV” 
at	29%	was	second	 to	Netflix	at	36%,	with	DVR	or	VOD	
viewing well back at 13% and YouTube 8%.
 That’s disruptive and may be disconcerting for some 
of our readers, but Horowitz says it’s not all bad. The rise 
of OTT has also given rise to binge-watching, with viewers 
catching up on past seasons of TV programs. “They’ve now 
discovered [these shows] and it’s become a promotional 
vehicle for TV content on traditional linear platforms. So 
they’re driven back to television to continue to watch these 
shows that they have caught-up on,” says Horowitz.
 The researcher notes that prime content is now 
available 24 hours a day, not just in primetime, which has 
to be good in the long-run for program providers. And he 
sees upward pressure to deliver quality programming, 
since	people	no	longer	have	to	flip	through	channels	to	find	
the least objectionable content. Something they actually 
want to watch is always available.
 OTT may be commercial-free (or limited commercials 
in some cases), but Horowitz says advertisers still 
need linear TV. “They’ve been piling on the digital game 
heavily,” Horowitz notes, but the recent trend has been 
back to traditional TV “because there’s no way digital can 
deliver the reach.” To reach large audiences with intrusive 
advertising, Horowitz says television “is and will be king.” 
He concludes, “There is nothing like the engagement of 
television for an advertiser.” 

ADVERTISER NEWS
 Cadillac is offering buyouts of up to $180,000 to its 400 
smallest dealers if they agree to give up their franchise. All 
of the dealers sold less than 50 new Caddys last year and 
while 400 is about 43% of the dealer body, those stores 
only amounted to 9% of brand sales. The offer is part of the 
brand’s Project Pinnacle which	would	require	significant	
investments from all dealers and changes how dealer 
incentives are distributed……Mercedes-Benz announced 

Smart	 will	 be	 the	 first	 auto	 brand	 to	 offer	
all models with the choice of combustion 
engine or battery-electric drive, as the Smart 
ForTwo coupe and Cabrio electric-drive 
versions will premiere this week. Both are 
due	to	arrive	in	the	U.S.	next	year.	The	brand	
still has not become a major seller in the 
U.S. with sales of just 3,439 vehicles through 
August,	 down	 26.5%	 from	 last	 year……A	
report from restaurant research company 
The NPD Group suggests that “sticker 
shock” may be a major factor in the current 
problems of the industry. NPD says the fast-
casual segment which has historically been 
showing	 strong	 traffic	 growth	 posted	 a	 3%	

decline in the second quarter with the lunch daypart (which 
accounts for over a third of restaurant visits) showing the 
most severe losses……McDonald’s is starting a test of a 
breakfast Happy Meal at some stores in the Tulsa market 
and if it sees good numbers the idea could be rolled out 
nationally	next	year.	An	NPD	analyst	said	that	there	were	
122 million servings of breakfast in other dayparts during 
the	second	quarter,	with	61%	during	the	lunch	daypart	and	
18% at dinnertime……IGA is launching an online sales 
site for its independently owned stores which could be 
used for either pickup or delivery from local stores……But 
while IGA and others are scrambling to move into online 
sales, a report from TABS Analytics says online grocery 
is “failing,” noting just 4.5% of consumers regularly buy 
consumables online. Growth from last year’s study was 
just half a percentage point……True Value Hardware 
is teaming with DreamWorks ahead of the November 
release of the animated movie Trolls. The goal is to attract 
parents	of	young	kids	and	True	Value	will	offer	24	exclusive	
EasyCare paint colors tied to the movie. And in a separate 
note, True Value has reached a deal with Benjamin Moore 
to carry Moore’s Coronado paint brand……CVS is rolling 
out a curbside pickup service after a successful three-
market test. Customers send an order through an app then 
get	a	text	message	when	the	order	is	ready	for	pickup.	An	
employee then meets the customer with the order when 
they arrive.

OTT MAY GIVE BOOST TO TRADITIONAL TV 
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NETWORK NEWS
 Former One Tree Hill star Hilarie Burton will guest-
star on an episode of the new FOX drama Lethal Weapon. 
Burton will play Karen Palmer, described as “a tough and 
smart” DEA agent that’s “not afraid to speak her mind.” 
Lethal Weapon airs on Wednesdays at 8 PM (ET)……Jason 
Winer,	director	and	executive	producer	of	Life in Pieces 
and New Girl	 co-executive	 producers,	 Ethan Sandler 
and Adrian Wenner, have teamed up to develop and new 
comedy for FOX. This Might Hurt will be a workplace 
comedy series, set in a multi-specialty private hospital. This 
will	 be	 the	 first	 collaboration	 between	
Winer, Sandler and Wenner……Margo 
Robbie, breakout star of Suicide Squad 
has been selected to host the season 
premiere of Saturday Night Live on 
NBC. Robbie will be joined by musical 
guest The Weeknd and three new cast 
members. Alex Moffat, America’s Got 
Talent performer Melissa Villasenor 
and Mikey Day were added to the cast to 
fill	the	void	left	by	the	departure	of	Taran 
Killam and Jay Pharoah. SNL debuts its 
42nd season on October 1st at 11:30 PM (ET)……Jimmy 
Kimmel got a big endorsement from his home network to 
get the emcee job for the Academy Awards broadcast. 
Disney/ABC Group chief, Ben Sherwood told a Q&A 
audience at the Paley Center for Media “we thought Jimmy 
elevated the Emmys” and he indicated the network’s hope 
that Kimmel will get the Oscar emcee job. However, the 
final	 decision	 rest	 with	 the	Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences. The Academy Awards will air February 
26th	on ABC……Lebron James has scored a development 
deal with NBC for a new single-camera comedy called 
There Goes the Neighborhood. The series will be 
about	 the	 first	white	 family	 to	move	 into	 a	 predominantly	
black, newly gentrifying neighborhood in Cleveland, OH. 
James will work in collaboration with Scrubs creator, Bill 
Lawrence and Community writers Neil Goldman and 
Garrett Donovan……The unadjusted A18-49 ratings 
showed Thursday Night Football on CBS posting a 4.3 
rating and 13 million total viewers. The pregame show, NFL 
Thursday Night Kickoff, was the second place program 
for the night with a 2.7 rating 18-49. The season premiere of 
Grey’s Anatomy on ABC fared well also, the veteran prime 
time stalwart placed third with a demo rating of 2.4.

NETS TOUT SERIES PERFORMANCE
 With time-shifted viewing increasingly important, 
networks are making sure advertisers see how much 
ratings and total eyeballs increase for their shows. NBC 
is crowing that the new series The Good Place grew by 
41%	in	its	A18-49	rating	from	2.57	to	3.62	from	Nielsen’s 
Live+same day to Live+3 days. Total viewership increased 
by 3.2 million to 12.3 million. NBC says that makes it the top 
debut comedy of the new season, moving past Kevin Can 
Wait on CBS, which tallied 3.30 A18-49 in L+3.
 FOX says its Monday dramas posted big gains from 
delayed viewing. The season three premiere of Gotham 
grew 54% to 2.0 A18-49 in L+3 (viewers up 51% to 5.9 
million) and the season two premiere of Lucifer also gained 
54% to 2.0 (viewers up 59% to 7.0 million).

AVAILS
 WWCP-TV/FOX 8 and WATM-TV/ABC 23 is looking for a 
strong General Sales Manager to help guide their local and 
national	sales	efforts	for	two	network	affiliated	stations	in	the	
Johnstown/Altoona/State College, PA market. This position 
requires an individual who possesses strong leadership skills 
and can direct a local sales team in selling new business 
and creating revenue streams. Must have a successful 
track record in sales management, staff recruitment and 
developmental skills. Cover letter/resume to Frank Quitoni: 
fquitoni@fox8tv.com No phone calls please. EOE.

 WCVB,	the	ABC-affiliate	in	Boston, 
MA, has an opening for an Account 
Executive. The AE will generate new 
and	 service	 existing	 local	 and	 multi-
platform	accounts,	ensuring	all	financial	
goals	of	TV	station	are	being	exceeded,	
while developing and maintaining 
relationships with agencies and clients. 
Qualified	 candidates	 should	 possess	
experience	 in	 media	 sales/media	
management	 with	 two	 to	 five	 years	
of	 sales	 experience	 with	 a	 prior	 radio	

or television background preferred. Draw + commission. 
CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
 WTVT, FOX O&O, in Tampa, FL is seeking an Account 
Executive. This opening at 
the top rated station in Tampa 
requires	 the	 servicing	 of	 existing	
transactional accounts along 
with the development of new 
broadcast and digital business. 
Candidate must be highly 
motivated and possess strong 
presentation and prospecting skills. 
Position requires prior broadcast 
sales	 experience,	 preferably	
in an LPM market. College degree is preferred. 
CLICK HERE for more information or to apply for this 
position, or to apply now. EOE/M/F/V/D 
 WREG-TV, #1	CBS	affiliate	in	Memphis, TN, is seeking 
an Account Executive to represent the station and all of its 

properties, both 
broadcast and 
digital. Work with 
the most tenured 
m a n a g e m e n t 
team in the 
market and under 
the umbrella 
of the largest 

broadcast group in the country, Tribune Media. Must have 
prior	sales	experience	and	be	able	to	get	out	of	the	office	and	
develop new, direct business accounts. Must have a solid 
understanding of Nielsen and comScore. CLICK HERE for 
more details or to apply now. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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The presidential debate 
on Monday is expected to 

pull in huge ratings. In fact, 
the whole country has 

Lester Holt Fever.

Conan O'Brien
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STUDY: BRANDED CONTENT SCORES
 Branded content is more effective in connecting to 
webpage viewers than display advertising, according to a 
new quantitative study, Storytelling: The Current State of 
Branded Content. The survey of 4,000 readers of Forbes.
com was conducted by the IPG Media Lab in partnership 
with Forbes and the S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications at Syracuse University.
 Participants were asked to view webpage content 
featuring brands such as Sony, Maserati and Boeing, 
followed	by	a	post-exposure	survey.	The	 researchers	say	
the results demonstrated that branded 
content is highly effective across the 
branding funnel and outperforms 
display ads. In addition to aided recall’s 
59 percentage point increase, brand 
favorability was seven percentage points 
higher and purchase consideration was 
nine percentage points higher.
 Despite the loss of novelty often seen 
with ad products across time, branded 
content was as effective, if not more so, 
in	 2016	 compared	 to	 results	 seen	 in	 a	
2013 study. The new study also found that branded content 
may drive lasting interest in the brand. Consumers were 14 
percentage points more likely to say they intend to seek out 
more information about the brand in the future.
 Importantly, the researchers say advertisers should not 
be afraid to mention their brand in the branded content. 
“Higher	Branding,”	defined	as	twice	as	many	brand	mentions,	
caused brands to be perceived as more educational by over 
seven percentage points and performed better on mobile 
devices. Consumers perceive branded content as being 
more consumer-centric because it is less about selling 
products and more about providing value to consumers.
 Longer branded content is effective in driving Millennial 
purchase consideration. The study found that 18-34 year 
olds responded better to long articles, driving higher 
engagement consideration rates and aiding recall.

FACEBOOK OVERSTATED VIDEO METRIC
 Facebook has told advertisers that it overstated 
average viewing time for video ads on its platform for two 
years. In a blog post, Facebook VP David Fischer says 
about a month ago it was discovered that the average 
duration of video views was miscalculated. In short, it failed 
to include people who watched for less than three seconds 
when dividing total time to calculate the average. According 
to The Wall Street Journal, Publicis Media was informed 
that the error likely overstated average time spent watching 
videos	by	60-80%.	Facebook	says	the	error	had	no	impact	
on any of its other video metrics.

DEBATE DRAWS COSTLY ADS
	 Tonight’s	 first	 presidential	 debate	 may	 be	 airing	
commercial-free for its 90-minute duration, but political 
advertisers	are	anxious	to	get	their	messages	in	immediately	
after. According to MediaPost, ABC, CBS, FOX and 
NBC have priced post-event :30s at around $200,000 to 
$250,000. “Little to no inventory remains,” the story adds. 
There	are	expectations	that	tonight’s	debate	might	top	the	
67	million	viewership	of	the	first	2012	debate.

AVAILS
 WTVM-TV,	the	ABC	affiliate	in	Columbus,	GA/Opelika,	
AL, WTVM Digital and BOUNCE TV is seeking a highly 
experienced	salesperson. We’re looking 
for the right person – one with a minimum 
of	3-5	years	media	sales	experience.	The	
successful candidate will be motivated, 
detail oriented and someone that has 
dealt with advertising agencies or 
worked in the national spot TV business. 
This position would be dealing with 

many transactional 
television spot 
clients.	 Qualified	 applicants	 please	
APPLY ONLINE and attach your resume 
and cover letter. No phone calls please. 
EOE-M/F/D/V

MORE AVAILS ARE ONLINE @ 
SPOTSNDOTS.COM
To	 place	 a	 classified,	 please	 email:	
ads@spotsndots.com

ACCOUNT ACTIONS
 Independent Horizon Media has won the account of 
Sperry,	 the	 creator	 of	 the	world’s	 first	 boat	 shoe.	 Sperry	
has appointed Horizon to handle all media planning and 
activation	 for	 the	brand	with	 the	exception	of	 search	and	
e-commerce. The business will be managed out of the 
agency’s New York headquarters……Horizon Media has 
also been named media agency for Tim Hortons—the 
Canada-based sibling of Burger King—which is working to 
boost its U.S. business. Horizon will handle media planning 
and activation across all channels in the U.S., including 
television, radio, digital, print, and out of home.

DENTSU ADMITS OVERCHARGES
	 After	first	disclosing	that	it	had	overcharged	Toyota, the 
Dentsu ad agency in Japan says it has found “suspicious” 
digital ad transactions affecting 111 clients. Dentsu insists 
that	the	problem	was	confined	to	Japan.	

WEEKEND RATINGS
 The rebooted MacGuyver, with a 1.7 rating in A18-49, 
led CBS to the win on Friday night as the Eye Net won every 
hour in the demo with the season premieres of Hawaii Five-
0 and Blue Bloods each scoring a 1.3. That gave CBS an 
average 1.4 for the night and an average audience of 10.47 
million. FOX was	next	at	1.1	A18-49	and	3.12	million,	with	
the season premiere of Hell’s Kitchen at 1.1 and the series 
premiere of The Exorcist at 1.0. ABC averaged 0.9 18-49 
and 4.44 million; NBC	0.8	18-49	and	3.86	million;	and The 
CW 0.3 18-49 and 1.13 million.
 On Saturday night, ESPN College Football on ABC—
Stanford beating UCLA—delivered the victory for the night, 
with a primetime average of 0.8 in A18-49 and 2.98 million 
viewers. CBS, led by the season premiere of 48 Hours, 
was at 0.7 18-49 and 4.30 million; NBC, with encores of 
The Voice and This Is Us, 0.7 18-49 and 3.04 million; and 
FOX, with its own College Football game—Baylor beating 
Oklahoma State—0.5	18-49	and	1.68	million.		
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They’re offering the debate in 
virtual reality, so if you want 

to feel like you’re actually 
on stage during the debate, 

here’s your chance, Jeb.

Jimmy Fallon
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